The article analyzes the specifics of training a future creative teacher of a foreign language in the information society. It is noted that the development of the creative personality of the teacher is an important task of higher education institutions, because it depends on the development of the creative personality of students, whose creative growth is carried out in interaction with the creative development of the teacher. The actuality of this problem at the present stage of development of society is revealed, the essence of such concepts as personality, creativity, creative activity of personality is determined, the views of psychologists and educators on the concept are analyzed.

It is emphasized that despite the significant number of publications devoted to the study of the concept of «creativity», in the scientific and pedagogical literature there are different approaches to its interpretation. The understanding of the essence of pedagogical creativity by domestic and foreign scientists is revealed. It has been found that modern pedagogical science treats this concept as a meaningful category. Scientists consider the creativity of a teacher as a specific activity that has a certain structure: motives, purpose, content, subject, object, means, conditions of realization, approaches, results.

The main tasks of the process of formation of creative activity of students – future foreign language teachers are outlined, pedagogical conditions are considered as a complex of necessary means that contribute the success of formation of creative independence of a student of pedagogical university. As a result of the research it was found that the pedagogical conditions of forming creative independence of pedagogical university students are as follows: creation of pedagogical, comfortable and educational environment, reflective self organization of creative independence, involvement of students in «improvisational» field of activity and creative design activity. Attention is paid to the development of creative initiative, creative thinking, creative position and the formation of individual style of activity of the future English teacher.
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Formulation of the problem. The intensive sociological and economic changes taking place in modern society make completely new requirements on the development of the teacher’s personality, that is: the ability to orientate in new, uncertain situations, the ability to make decisions and determine immediate and long terms goals, to be socially active, creative and successful. This process is accompanied by significant changes in pedagogical theory and practice of educational activity in higher education institutions. Due to this, the tasks of creating psychological and pedagogical conditions for the development of the creative personality of the teacher, his creative potential and so on acquire special significance.

The profession of a teacher is one of the responsible ones, because he creates the future of the country, because the variety of the development of knowledge of the young generation depends on his activity. Modern society needs not just a subject teacher, but a specialist with a wide range of vital and professional competencies formed at a high level. It should be noted that the specificity of a foreign language as a subject is a number of differences from the native language, among which are the following: the way of mastering a foreign language (learning a foreign language begins with awareness, while learning the native ones begins not consciously, not purposefully), a foreign language is used in communicative and a native language is used in subject communicative activity etc. Therefore, learning a foreign language requires a special approach, special pedagogical training.

Modern conditions for reforming the higher education system require new research from many didactic problems, namely: determining the nature, content, structure and conditions for the development of pedagogical creativity. Unresolved in the didactics of these problems creates certain difficulties in the development of pedagogical creativity in future foreign language teachers. However, despite this level of research of the problem of the creative development of future teachers, the issue of studying the pedagogical creativity of foreign language teachers as a feature of professional training of future foreign language teachers in higher education institutions is relevant.

Research analysis. The concept of «creativity» has been studied by various philosophers, psychologists and educators. Scientists consider creativity as an activity, the result of which is the creation of new qualitative material and spiritual values. At the same time creativity is a person’s ability to create a new reality from the existing available material on the basis of knowledge of the laws of the objective world, which satisfies various social and personal needs.

At the present stage of development of science and education issues in the field of creative personality is the most important area of scientific and theoretical research. At the present, research on the definition of psychological aspects and features of creative activity has been deeply designed (J. Gilford, O. Kulchynska, V. Molyako, K. Rogers, B. Teplov, E. Torrens, V. Frankl, V. Shadrikov, etc.); problems of creative abilities and possibilities of preparation of creativity of the person are studied (I. Bila, D. Bohoyavlenska, E. De Bono, V. Druzhinin, O. Zavhorodnya, N. Leites, O. Matushkin, L. Naidenova, Ya. Ponomarrev, J. Renzulli, A. Taylor, L. Thurston, E. Torrens, T. Tretyak etc.).

The problem of creativity in the professional training of foreign language teachers is given attention in the research of I. Hrynenko (formation of creative thinking of the future foreign language teacher), L. Sachenko (creative approach in making lesson plans), T. Zubenko (ways to improve the training of foreign language teachers classes), N. Solovyova (methodical creativity in practical classes on methods of teaching a foreign language) and others.

In the basis of the modern understanding of pedagogical creativity as the fundamental part of professional training are scientific and theoretical ideas of O. Antonova, N. Berezanska, Y. Zinkovsky, V. Kan-Kalik, M. Leshchenko, T. Lubart, V. Nurkov, S. Sysoeva, R. Sternberg, L. Khomich and others.

Nowadays, there is a tendency to change the organization of the educational process and its content at school, so the problem of developing a creative initiative of teachers to find and use non traditional forms and methods of work, related to the acquisition of knowledge needed to students and the prevalence of professional oriented information system is relevant.
However the process of training a foreign language teacher has yet become the subject of a comprehensive study, the object of a systematic approach to it as an integral phenomenon. That is why there is a need to revise the content, forms and methods of work in the pedagogical process to the development of a teacher who would have a subject of a specialty and methods of its teaching and be able to realize certain tasks creatively.

Thus, the issue of creativity is relevant as a feature of professional training of future foreign language teachers in higher education institutions. Therefore, this problem remains important and requires deep and comprehensive research.

The purpose of the article is to substantiate theoretically the specifics of pedagogical creativity of the future foreign language teacher as the basis of his professional development.

The main material. Reconstruction of the education system, orientation on a new type of pedagogical worldview requires foreign language teachers to be able to think creatively and at any moment to activate the potential, to act creatively and productively. A particular importance in the field of higher education is the problem of training a new type of teacher, a professional teacher capable for creativity, rapid and high quality solution of solving pedagogical problems. Today’s young specialists with the higher education must be prepared to solve professional problems that require non-standard creative solutions and are capable for creative self-development.

Variety of pedagogical situations, taking into account the teacher’s age characteristics of students (predominance of game interest, voluntary behavior, visual thinking, etc.), the need for the lesson dynamics, integration of different activities, the need to use game technologies in teaching English requires creative approaches to analysis and problems solving in the learning process of educational institution, those that generate something new, previously unknown on the basis of understanding gained experience and the formation of new combination of knowledge, skills, abilities.

Therefore, one of the main tasks of higher education is a creation an educational and training environment that will promote the development of creative thinking of future teachers who are able to make non-standard and, most importantly, effective decisions in the rapid information and technological development of society. According to T. Sidorenko, the characteristics of a creative teacher are determined by the ability to notice and formulate alternatives, to question the obvious, the ability to get to the essence of the problem, to see the result of its solution (Sidorenko, 2001: 55-56).

In the process of reforming education, the formation of creative skills of future teachers becomes determinative. Considering the problem of personal creativity in the process of professional development, N. Berezanska and V. Nurkov along with different skills and personal characteristics singled out the creativity. They noted that this phenomenon is a factor that provides: the creation of new intellectual products related to a new professional field of knowledge and the solution of non-standard tasks based on them; construction of original approaches to understanding and interpretation of knowledge; use of professional skills in different situations; creating conditions for self-development of knowledge, which increases the level of their universality (Berezanska, 2002).

Creativity of a foreign language teacher is characterized by the existence of contradictions in a problem situation or creative task, the presence of objective (social, material) and subjective (goals, knowledge, skills, motivation, etc.), prerequisites for creativity in learning a foreign language novelty and originality on the process and outcome of training (Sydorenko, 2001: 55). However, creativity depends on a number of certain factors, in particular, the potential of the individual, social and professional experience, psychological, pedagogical and subject knowledge, the creation of new ideas, skills and abilities of the future specialist. Pedagogical creativity is appeared in the process of work, the desire to improve the professional level and skill.

The study of pedagogical creativity and the peculiarities of preparation of future teachers for it is given due to attention in the researches of V. Kan-Kalik, M. Leshchenko, N. Kichuk, S. Sysoeva, L. Chomuch and others. Thus, the scientist S. Sysoeva identifies the following signs of pedagogical creativity:

- high level of social and moral consciousness;
- search and transforming style of thinking;
- developed intellectual and logical abilities (ability to analyze, justify, explain, highlight etc.);
- problem vision, creative fantasy, developed imagination;
- specific personal qualities (love for children, selflessness, courage, willingness to take reasonable risks in professional activity, purposefulness, curiosity, independence, perseverance, enthusiasm);
- specific motives (the need to realize their «me», the desire to be recognized, creative interest, enthusiasm for the creative process and their own activities, the desire to achieve greater efficiency);
- communicative skills, ability to self-government, high level of general culture (Sysoeva, 1998).

In the process of training the future teacher creative position is formed. O. Kutsevol defines the crea-
tive position as a mobile conscious and motivational readiness of the subject to creative transformations, actions in various situations. Accordingly, it shows itself in the following qualities of the future teacher:
- attitude to creativity as a value of human existence;
- the need for creative activity, creative attitude to yourself and world;
- readiness for choice and transformation in pedagogical activity;
- desire for high results and creative achievements;
- awareness of teaching as a vocation (Kutsevol, 2007: 25).

The development of individual creative style of a future foreign language teacher depends on student’s personality, his individual characteristics, level of professional training, creative search in certain field of knowledge. In this regard, it is appropriate to talk about the pedagogical features of the training of future foreign language teachers, among which are the following:
- pedagogical activity of the teacher should be directed on perfromance of educational, developmental, scientific, organizational functions;
- professional development of personality is based on the principle of creative organization of education, conformity of individual qualities of personality to features of pedagogical activity.

According to R. Skulsky, pedagogical creativity is a qualitative characteristic of a teacher’s professional activity, the formation and development of creative abilities of future teachers and their preparation for creative activity should be considered as a restructuring of the educational process to create conditions for identifying and developing creative abilities of each individual. The process of formation and development of the teacher’s creative personality becomes more successful when the student realizes himself in the role of a teacher (Skulsky, 1992: 62-65).

Creativity is related to the problem of creative thinking, which was studied by L. Vygotsky, S. Sysoeva, A. Osborn, G. Wallase and others. L. Zasekina defines creative thinking as a process that is developed in certain time with qualitatively expressed stages and requires special knowledge and skills to solve creative tasks, certain personal qualities, as well as, the ability to think systematically, it is characterized by originality, creative imagination (Zasekina, 2000: 30-31). In addition, the following features of creative thinking are distinguished: fluidity, flexibility, originality, detailed development, visualization, transformation, intuition, synthesis. Creative thinking needs to be formed throughout a person’s life, starting from early childhood. Therefore, higher education institutions should have a creative atmosphere conductive to the formation of the individuality of future teachers, creative thinking.

Pedagogical conditions that contribute to the formation of creative thinking of future foreign language teachers:

1. Making a creative friendly atmosphere involves the principle of optimal communication between teachers and students, it is the only criterion and psychological key in building pedagogical communication between participants in the educational process. The organization of an individual situation of success is such a purposeful, organized combination of conditions under which it is possible to achieve significant results in the activities of both the individual and the team as a whole (Belkin, 2013).

2. Reflexive self organization of creative independence involves the development of intellectual mobility, reflection of the student’s pedagogical experience and emotional capabilities. Students’ own personal position to improve their creative growth, attitude to the analysis and understanding of the process and result of their activities, understanding of their individuality, dignity lead to conscious and purposeful management of their activities.

3. Involvement of students in the «improvisational field of activity». An improvisation is a basis of independent creative activity, the starting mechanism in the complex process of activating the creative potential of students, the education of interest in pedagogical activities. Pedagogical improvisation (techniques and methods) determines the positive reaction of students to the subject, stimulates the development of the emotional sphere of personality, emotional sensitivity of future teaching, promotes the principle of creative transfering of existing knowledge, skills and abilities of developing personality, determines purposeful inclusion in the creative process, designing improvisational creative tasks which will become the basis for developing a creative project (Hryinenko, 2003: 155).

4. Involvement of students in creative design activities aimed at mastering the program material through the creation of a creative project, its design and public defense.

Thus, the interest of the future specialist in learning a foreign language largely depends on the teacher, his pedagogical and methodological skills, artistry and creativity, taking into account the psychological characteristics of students, their needs and interests. Nowadays, in the conditions of information society, when education is being reformed, the formation of
creative skills of the future teacher in professional training becomes important. It is through the creativity that teachers can solve problems that arise in education, take a new approach to traditional work, be interested in learning, that is develop an individual, creative style of work.

Conclusions. Thus, the development of creative qualities of future teacher of foreign language in high school should include:
- awareness of future teachers of personal and professional opportunities, development of pedagogical abilities to the creative level;
- enjoyment and need for novelty and non-standard ways of solving professional problems;
- attitude to creativity and overcoming stereotypical ways and formalism in professional actions, forecasting ways and improving the creative potential of future specialist.

Further study, in our opinion, requires the problems of methods of diagnosing pedagogical creativity, the use of certain pedagogical forms and teaching methods aimed at developing creative thinking of future foreign language teachers, ways to improve training, as well as the practical aspect of future foreign language teacher training, improvement the level of teaching disciplines, developments of methods that will help to make a foreign language lesson productive, dynamic and interesting.
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